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       The Paola Side Table features one drawer with an oak veneer interior, soft closing glides, and bronze pull. The straight, parallel lines use shadow to affect the appearance of a piece and amplify the furniture's reveals. As a light-colored wooden side table, there is a hint of something almost Scandinavian, but the overall impression is chic and French. The stylish Paola Collection feels dressy while simultaneously being open and airy.
	26w x 19d x 24h
	Clear Lacquered Bleached Cerused Oak
	Bronze Finish Pull
	1 Fixed Shelf
	Oak Veneer Drawer Interior
	Soft Closing Glides
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    VILLA & HOUSE CRAFTSMANSHIP

    
        

Villa & House products are crafted using natural materials and heritage techniques. Products may have natural variations such as knots or graining, and may exhibit characteristic signs of an artist’s hand. We consider these the proud hallmarks of natural materials and of hand-craftsmanship which contribute to the uniqueness and beauty of our pieces.

Our items come from different producers in different countries, so all colors may not match across lines: for example, the shade of white in one collection may be creamier or brighter than the shade of white in another collection. Additionally, we continuously improve the design, make, and finish of our products. Therefore, items from different production runs may vary slightly.

To match a previously ordered piece, please review the product images on our website and confirm that dimensions and other specifications have not changed. You may also contact customer service to inquire whether more pieces from the same lot as previously ordered are available.

We try very hard to supply tools that help customers envision products as they will appear in your home. However, photographs are approximations and colors vary on different monitors and printers.
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